
September 19, 2017 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS NO. PSVAHA2017-05 (the “RFP”) 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER SELECTION FOR 1190 BURRARD STREET, 1210 

SEYMOUR STREET AND 177 WEST PENDER STREET 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS No. 1 

Q1 Given that many tenants of these potential projects will be paying below-market 
rents, what is the expected process like (if any) upon their lease expiry and/or 
their departure? Would we, or the operator, be required to renegotiate the 
market rent rates with the City? If not, would there be a way in which this market 
rate would be determined (thus, providing operators a benchmark for their 
budgeting and projections)? 

A1 Rents should be agreed to for the initial occupancy at below market rates and 
then any rent escalations should be specified in the operating agreement. The 
projected rate for rent escalations should take into account CPI and available 
data for previous years for HILs and market rents. The rate applied for 
budgeting purposes should be determined by the operator as part of their 
Proposal, based on their experience and projected rental rates. 

Q2 At the end of the land lease term (as agreed upon between the developer and 
Housing Agency), is there any potential for the lessor to assume ownership of the 
land parcels? Implied in this would be the effective end of the developer’s 
leasehold interest. With or without such potential, is the lease assignable in any 
way? 

A2 There is no ability for the lessor to assume ownership of any of the land 
parcels. The Housing Agency will consider any Proposal to assign contracts and 
suggests that all Proponents review Article 15.1 of the Lease Agreement that 
addresses assignments and transfers.  

Q3 There is a requirement for three years of audited statements.  If the entity is a 
new entity, it will not have three year audited statements.  Is this an absolute 
requirement or are there other acceptable means of demonstrating net worth or 
creditworthiness or financial means? 
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A3 VAHA will consider financial information that includes a statement from the 
Proponent’s auditor stating a net worth that is sufficient for the proposed 
investment. 

Q4 What costs has VAHA incurred to date across all 7 sites that it expects to recover? 

A4 The estimated costs incurred as of the date of the publication of this QA 1, is 
as follows: 

Parcels 3 and 5A - approximately $870,000, and 
177 W Pender St - approximately $342,000. 

For the remaining sites (1190 Burrard & 937 Davie Street, 1210 Seymour 
Street & 560 Davie Street, 3279-3297 Vanness Avenue, 1001 Kingsway and 
EFL Parcel 13), some works have been completed or are in progress relating to 
site investigation, site survey, environmental assessment and site 
consolidation. Based on current estimates, these costs are approximately 
$15,000 on average for each site.  

The estimated total costs for work carried out towards obtaining Rezoning 
(where necessary), Development Permit and Building Permit for Parcels 3 & 5A 
is approximately $2.2 million and for 177 W Pender Street is approximately 
$1.8 million. 

The Housing Agency expects to recover all such costs, subject to finalization 
of these costs, from the selected Proponent.  

Q5 Could you please clarify which affordable household income levels we should use? 
The income levels in the VAHA RFP conflict with those in the City of Vancouver's 
Housing Reset. Could you please clarify the difference between 90% of market 
versus HILs? 

A5 The RFPs outline both the minimum affordability requirements for each 
project and target affordability levels in order that the Proposals may be 
evaluated based on the range of affordability levels proposed – i.e. the deeper 
the affordability proposed, the higher a Proposal will score for the 
affordability element of the evaluation. The target affordability levels have 
been developed in conjunction with the City of Vancouver (COV) Housing 
department. Please refer to BC Housing’s website for the definitions of 
‘Housing Income Limits’ (“HILs”) and ‘Low and Moderate Income Limits’ 
https://www.bchousing.org/glossary 
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Q6 After the RFPs are submitted, what is the process and timeline for reviewing the 
submissions, discussing submissions with proponents and notifying proponents of 
any decisions? 

A6 VAHA anticipates a period of eight weeks for the evaluation, during which 
time the Proposals will be reviewed and discussions held with Proponents. 
After that there would be approval from Vancouver City Council to move 
forward with the shortlisted Proponent and they would be contacted. 

Q7 Is QMUNITY already working with an architect? If so, who is it and are there any 
plans or designs that can be shared? 

A7 The City are working with QMUNITY to finalise a programming study for a 
10,000 square foot net space; should this be agreed prior to the closing of the 
RFP, the study will be shared with Proponents via the FTP site. The successful 
proponent will be expected to work with the City directly on the detailed 
design of the space. 

Q8 Where does the $7mm for the QMUNITY space construction costs and tenant 
improvements come from? Are there any plans, specs and/or proformas we may 
review?  

A8 Seven million dollars of Community Amenity Contribution (CAC) funds have 
been allocated to QMUNITY for the development of their new facility. This is 
documented under the Council report for the CD-1 Rezoning at a) 1262-1290 
Burrard Street and b) 1229-1281 Hornby Street, see: 
http://council.vancouver.ca/20131119/regu20131119ag.htm  

For the purpose of preparing the Proposals Proponents should assume that the 
QMUNITY space is revenue and expenses neutral from a capital and operating 
perspective. 

Q9 Is there a property tax exemption for QMUNITY? 

A9 Any tax exemption questions will be determined by BC Assessment. For the 
purpose of preparing the Proposals, Proponents should assume that the 
QMUNITY element does not need to be factored into a proforma. 

Q10 Is the Downtown South Neighbourhood Energy Utility system run on renewable 
energy 

A10 There is currently no low carbon energy system available for connection in the 
South Downtown area, but the neighbourhood does fall within a priority area 
for expansion. Connection requirements will be depend upon the status of an 
NEU system at the time of Development Permit application, i.e. whether a 
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connection to a City-led low carbon energy system is available and/or 
mandatory connection bylaw is in place. 
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